
As a more muscular bull tested well for beef on dairy

use

> 2000 registered births

Muscular calves, but still easy calving

Bull with great beef traits

Fine bone structure, bred on the Maris farm

Index scores can be found with the breeding values

Eltin van Maris

361058 • Eltin van Maris
Quiet Roche Gue x Imperial De L'Ecluse x Harisson
ET De La Platte

Breeder: Mts. L.J.M. en T.M.M. Hunnekens, Grashoek
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STIERINFO

Name Eltin van Maris

Herdbook number NL 660953807

A.I.-code 361058

colour EW

Breed 100% BBL

Date of birth 2015-09-20

Draagtijd stier 273

Gestation length 99

Calving ease 127

Straw colour yellow Eltin van Maris

Quiet Roche Gue 

Doudou De Sartay 

Maburfia 2389 Roche Gue 

Bertha 331 

Imperial De L'ecluse 

Bertha 302 

Eltin van Maris is a youthful, well-muscled bull with potential. Eltin is a Quiet son from an Imperial mother. This bull exhibits
beautiful meat characteristics with fine bone structure, combined with good feet & legs. 

The sire of Eltin, Quiet Roche Gue is a large, long bull. Quiet scored 112 for easy of calving, 99 for gestation time and 88 for
birth weight. Offspring of this bull are very vital and easy to raise. 

The dam of Eltin, Bertha 331 is an Imperial de l’Ecluse daughter who gives birth to lighter calves, like the grand-dam of Eltin
did. 

The bull Eltin was born at the Belgium Blue breeding farm called ‘van Maris’, owned by the Hunnekens family from
Grashoek. His birth weight was 40kg and the gestation period was 273 days. A light birth followed by good growth!

Eltin comes from a new line in the crossbreeding for dairy segment and can be promoted with confidence. In our 5 star
system, we gave Eltin 4 stars for crossbreeding ease and vitality.
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